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 2 

 Abstract 23 

A homogeneous, consistent, high-quality in situ temperature data set covering some decades 24 

in time is crucial for the detection of climate changes in the ocean. For the period 1940 to 25 

present, this study investigates the data quality of temperature profiles from mechanical 26 

bathythermographs (MBT) by comparing these data with reference data obtained from 27 

Nansen bottle casts and Conductivity-Temperature-Depth profilers (CTD). This comparison 28 

reveals significant systematic errors in MBT measurements. The MBT bias is as large as 29 

0.2oC before 1980 on the global average and reduces to less than 0.1oC after 1980.  A new 30 

empirical correction scheme for MBT data is derived, where the MBT correction is country-, 31 

depth, and time- dependent. Comparison of the new MBT correction scheme with three 32 

schemes proposed earlier in the literature suggests a better performance of the new schemes. 33 

The reduction of the biases increases the homogeneity of the global ocean database being 34 

mostly important for climate change related studies, such as the improved estimation of the 35 

ocean heat content changes. 36 

 37 

 38 

Key words: MBT, CTD, ocean temperature data, temperature bias, error 39 

 40 

1. Introduction 41 

The ocean plays a crucial role in the climate system as a key component of global energy, 42 

water and carbon cycles (IPCC, 2019). Due to its large heat capacity, the ocean stores more 43 
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than 90% of the excess heat trapped by greenhouse gases (Rhein et al., 2013). This highlights 44 

the importance of the global hydrographic temperature profile dataset as invaluable source of 45 

information in describing climate change, because the ocean heat content time series is a key 46 

measure of Earth’s energy imbalance (Meyssignac et al., 2019; Cheng et al., 2017; Levitus et 47 

al., 2012).  Besides, an unbiased ocean temperature profile data is crucial in weather forecast 48 

models, data assimilation systems, gridded climatologies, and numerous other applications. 49 

A rapid accumulation of  temperature profile data permitted the calculation of the first 50 

ocean heat content (OHC) time series (Levitus et al., 2000; 2005), which showed a 51 

progressive warming of the global ocean since the 1950s. These first time series also showed 52 

a strong variability on decadal scales, with a local heat content maximum around 1980, which 53 

was not reproduced by climate models (Levitus et al., 2000; 2005; IPCC, 2007).  54 

Gouretski and Koltermann (2007) estimated heat content time series separately for 55 

different instrumentation types and found that both the mechanical (MBT) and the 56 

expendable (XBT) bathythermograph data were warm biased with the biases varying with 57 

time. It was this warm bias that introduced artificial decadal scale variability into the OHC 58 

time series, especially the OHC maxima around 1980. 59 

This work triggered a series of studies where different kinds of XBT bias correction 60 

schemes were developed (i.e. Wijffels et al., 2008; Gouretski and Reseghetti, 2010; Good, 61 

2010; Gouretski, 2012; Cowley et al., 2013; Cheng et al, 2018). It was found that the total 62 

temperature bias is due to both depth bias and a thermal bias. Both bias components were 63 

found to be time dependent, with several factors affecting the biases. The XBT science 64 
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community (Cheng et al., 2018) conducted a comparison of the correction schemes, with 65 

Cheng et al. (2014) being ranked as the most effective scheme. 66 

The XBT bias issue was important because the XBTs contributed to 38% of the ocean 67 

profile data within the period 1970-2001 (Cheng et al., 2016). Possible biases in other 68 

instrumentation types received less attention in the literature. Along with hydrographic casts 69 

and XBTs, two other instrumentation types contributed significantly to the global temperature 70 

profile dataset: MBTs and satellite related data loggers attached to marine animals. MBTs 71 

provided the majority of the temperature profile data for the upper 200m between 1941 and 72 

the beginning of the 1970s, until the XBTs started to replace them. In the World Ocean 73 

Database 2018 (WOD18) (Boyer et al. 2018), MBTs contribute to ~68% of data within 1940-74 

1966, dominating the upper ocean temperature archive within that period.  75 

 76 

There is strong consensus in the atmosphere and ocean climate community that 77 

improving the data quality is a vital task to enhance our scientific understanding of climate, 78 

ocean and ocean ecosystems (IPCC, 2019). The World Ocean Database (WOD18) contains 79 

data from ten different instrumentation types, which have different measurement accuracy. 80 

Whereas the automatic quality control procedures are able to filter out random data outliers 81 

rather successfully, the assessment of systematic errors in the data requires a different 82 

approach. Although there was an active and successful treatment of the biases in the XBT 83 

data, which ensured its reliability (Goni et al. 2019), the quality assessments of the MBT data 84 
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are less numerous. Three MBT bias correction schemes were suggested by Ishii and Kimoto 85 

(2009), Levitus et al. (2009), and by Gouretski and Reseghetti (2010).  86 

In this paper, we examine the quality of the MBT temperature profiles by comparing 87 

these data with other more accurate observations, with data and methods being introduced in 88 

Section 2. We identify significant systematic errors in MBT data, and new bias correction 89 

schemes are derived for MBT (Section 3). The robustness of the new correction scheme is 90 

evaluated by a “throw-away” test, where a part of the data is used for the derivation of the 91 

depth and temperature corrections, and the other part is used to evaluate the performance of 92 

the scheme performance. Further, the performance of the new correction scheme is compared 93 

with the existing correction schemes for MBTs in Section 3. The conclusion is provided in 94 

section 4.  95 

 96 

 97 

 98 

2. Data and Methods 99 

2.1. The MBT instrument 100 

The mechanical bathythermograph (MBT) was developed by A. Spilhaus (Spilhaus, 101 

1937-1938) shortly before the Second World War and used for determining temperature 102 

down to a maximum depth of approximately 300 m. During the war years the MBTs were 103 

used to locate thermoclines mainly for hydroacoustic purposes, but after the war they were 104 

extensively used in non-military applications. Most MBTs were designed for the temperature 105 
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range of -2 to   30 oC with an accuracy of 0.1oC in temperature and ~1% in depth (UNESCO, 106 

1966). 107 

The MBT consists of a thermal and a depth element. The thermal element is attached to a 108 

stylus which scribes a trace across a glass slide, whereas a depth element moves the slide 109 

perpendicular to the motion of the stylus as the instrument is lowered into the water. The 110 

trace on a slide is read using a magnifying grid viewer, individually calibrated for each 111 

instrument. The figures and details of MBT construction can be found in Spilhaus (1937- 112 

1938) and State Oceanographic Institute (2016). A description of the MBTs manufactured in 113 

the USA and the practices of work at sea is given in the book on historical oceanographic 114 

observations issued by the Scripps Institution of Oceanography (1978).  115 

The MBT data are subject to several kinds of error linked to the instrument and data 116 

acquisition and processing (Hazelworth, 1966): 1) temperature element response delay, 2) 117 

pressure element response delay, 3) errors due to field operator, 4) errors during processing of 118 

the slide, 5) inaccurate calibration of the grid-viewer, 6) reading, coding, key-punching 119 

errors. An additional source of error could arise when the MBT temperatures were corrected 120 

by means of a reference temperature. Usually two kinds of independent references were used: 121 

vessel’s water intake temperature and the cruise bucket water temperature. Unfortunately, 122 

both references are known to have their own bias, so that these adjustments in many cases 123 

have introduced additional temperature biases (Winterfeld, 1963). The WOD18 (similar to 124 

other major databases) contains no information on corrections applied to the MBT profiles, 125 

and all types of errors named above contributed to the mean diagnosed MBT bias. 126 
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According to UNESCO (1966), at least nine manufacturers produced different kinds of 127 

MBTs over the years: three manufacturers in the USA (Belfort, GM, and Kahl), one in the 128 

United Kingdom (Brown), two in France (Jules Richard and Mecabolier), one in the former 129 

Soviet Union (Mashpribor), and one in Japan (TSK). Most manufacturers used the American 130 

patent.  131 

All manufacturers (except for Mashpribor and Mecabolier) built three MBT 132 

modifications for three depth ranges: 0 to 50-75 m, 0 to 135-150 m, and 0 to 200-300m. 133 

Unfortunately, there is no information on the MBT type modification in the WOD18 archive. 134 

 135 

 136 

 137 

 138 

2.2 MBT data 139 

WOD18 (Boyer et al., 2018) with the updates as of January 2019 provided the data basis 140 

for this study. The automated quality control procedure of Gouretski (2018) was applied to 141 

MBT temperature profiles at observed levels. The procedure includes several data quality 142 

checks, with the observation being rejected if at least one quality check fails. The percentages 143 

of rejected MBT observed levels are 3.85%, with 14.10% of profiles having at least one 144 

flagged level. Data outlier frequency histograms are presented in the Supplement, Fig, S1A. 145 

A total of 2,419,739 MBT profiles were retained for the analysis with yearly numbers of 146 

profiles shown in Fig.1. 147 
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The MBT instrumentation type of the WOD18 contains profiles from different MBT 148 

modifications. The majority of the profiles came from the MBT instruments of A. Spilhaus 149 

design, but the WOD18 contains a much smaller amount of micro MBT and digital MBT 150 

profiles classified under the same instrument type. Though these two types currently belong 151 

to the MBT instrumentation type in the WOD18 they are different in their design and 152 

construction and are not considered in this study.  153 

Inspection of the yearly profile numbers for different countries showed that MBTs were 154 

no longer in use on US ships after 1974, being substituted by XBTs. However, there is a 155 

number of US profiles linked to the MBT instrument type obtained after 2000. According to 156 

Tim Boyer (personal communication, October 2019), these profiles belong to a different 157 

instrument type (attributed to MBTs in WOD18 database) and were not used in our analysis.  158 

Whereas MBTs were used on ships of many countries, the USA, USSR (Soviet Union), 159 

Japan, Canada and United Kingdom contributed 95% of all WOD18 MBT profiles (Table 1). 160 

The United States contributed the largest number of MBT profiles for the WOD18. 161 

Performance of the MBTs manufactured in the United States was investigated in several 162 

studies (Dinkel and Stawnichy, 1973; Casciano, 1966; Hazelworth, 1966; Stewart, 1963). 163 

Each of these studies considered only a limited set of the MBT profiles, so that it is not clear 164 

if the respective conclusions are valid for the global MBT dataset.  165 

 166 

The MBTs were also extensively used on the USSR ships, where the MBTs of the type 167 

GM-9-III was manufactured, with the maximum depth of 200 m (State Oceanographic 168 
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Institute, 2017). Pavlov and Kuksa (1957) estimated the accuracy of the MBT by the 169 

comparison with side-by-side Nansen casts. They found significant differences between 170 

upward and downward MBT casts, with the upward/downward casts 171 

underestimating/overestimating temperature measured by the Nansen cast thermometers. 172 

They recommended to use the mean temperature of the downward and upward casts. The 173 

third largest MBT data contributor is Japan, where several types of MBTs were developed. 174 

The Tsurumi Seiko company was the only manufacturer in Japan. The production was based 175 

on the USA patent. Gautham and Thadathil (2016) found systematic positive errors of about 176 

0.6o C in the MBT data from the Indian Ocean between 1979 and 1984, with the temperature 177 

bias caused by systematic depth errors. 178 

Unfortunately, there is no information for other countries regarding the MBTs and the 179 

working procedure.  According to J. Gould (personal communication, April 2019) most of 180 

MBTs used in the United Kingdom were manufactured by the British Brown company, with 181 

the majority of the data coming from Navy vessels. The MBTs used on the German vessels 182 

were produced by the Wallace-Tiernan company (personal communication by J. Meincke, 183 

April 2019, and by D. Machochek, September 2019). 184 

The histogram of the sampled depth (Fig. 2) implies country specific strategies to read 185 

data from the glass slide, as implemented on the ships of different nations. For instance, on 186 

the Japanese ships the readings from the MBT slides were done predominantly at a widely 187 

spaced set of levels. Also on the Russian ships the readings at standard depths dominate.  On 188 

the ships from the United States, Canada, and United Kingdom the observations usually are 189 
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reported at a larger number of levels, and the respective histograms imply rather similar 190 

observation practices. Percentage of profiles versus maximum observed depth (Fig.2) also 191 

indicates different measurement strategies and different characteristics of the MBTs used by 192 

different countries.  Significant drops of the observed level percentages occur at 200 and 193 

250m for the Russian and Japanese data, and at 120 m (close to 400 feet) for the data from 194 

the USA, Canada, and United Kingdom. According to Scripps Institution of Oceanography 195 

(1978) the processing group there handled bathythermograph data from many other 196 

institutions in several countries, and this can partly explain the commonalities between the 197 

observed levels. Unfortunately, missing metadata do not permit a certain conclusion. 198 

 199 

The UNESCO report (UNESCO, 1966) provides useful information on MBT 200 

manufacturers and on the maximum observation depth for different MBT modifications (see 201 

their table S1-009).  Since this kind of information is not available in the WOD18, we used 202 

this table along with the information on MBT manufacturers to arrive at the country specific 203 

MBT maximum observed depths, which is set to be 250, 200, 200, 270, and 274 meters for 204 

the MBT profiles from the United States, Soviet Union, Japan, Germany, and the United 205 

Kingdom respectively.  Temperature profiles with the deepest level exceeding the above- 206 

mentioned limits were not used for the analysis. Such profiles represent less than 0.1% of all 207 

available MBT profiles. Based on the manufacturer specific differences in MBT design and 208 

country specific observational strategies we assume that the MBT depth and temperature 209 

biases are country specific, which is further confirmed by our analyses below. 210 
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In summary, there is only some basic knowledge available for each archived MBT 211 

profile (i.e. time, location, platform, cruise, and country).  The absent metadata does not 212 

permit the construction of a bias correction scheme based on the knowledge on instrument 213 

type, data acquisition and handling practice. This is the same challenge as experienced with 214 

the development of the XBT data correction schemes. Therefore, only an empirical bias 215 

correction scheme can be proposed.  216 

 217 

 218 

2.3.  Reference data 219 

 220 

For the calculation of the systematic offsets in the MBT data, reference data are required. We 221 

assume Nansen bottle cast data and CTD data to be bias free because both the reversing 222 

thermometers attached to the bottles and the CTD sensors were normally calibrated in the 223 

laboratory. For instance, the initial accuracy of the SBE3  temperature sensors implemented 224 

on the CTDs  manufactured by Sea-Bird  Scientific is about 0.001 oC with sensor drift being 225 

less than 0.001 oC during a six month screening period (https://www.seabird.com). If CTD 226 

temperature sensors were factory calibrated close to cruise time and if the correct calibration 227 

coefficients were entered into the data acquisition software, then the CTD temperatures 228 

should be affected by only small random error. This is the case for the cruises occupied 229 

during such programs like WOCE (World Ocean Circulation Experiment), CLIVAR (Climate 230 

and Ocean: Variability, Predictability and Change Programme), and GO-SHIP (Global Ocean 231 
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Ship-based Hydrographic Investigations Program). Unfortunately, no respective meta data 232 

are available for many historical CTD data. Fig S1b, c show data outlier frequency 233 

histograms for bottle and CTD data respectively. Comparison of the outlier rates for MBT 234 

and bottle temperature profiles for the second World War years reveals the Nansen cast 235 

profiles having severe quality problems with often more than 50 percent of all data failing to 236 

pass quality checks. In contrary, the MBT profiles show an increased outlier percentage only 237 

for the levels below 200 m, with just a small number of MBT profiles exceeding this depth 238 

during the war years. We conclude that the reference bottle data basis for the war years is less 239 

reliable compared to the following years, and the MBT bias corrections are calculated only 240 

for the years after 1946. 241 

Between the end of the 1960s and the beginning of the 1990s both CTD and Nansen 242 

bottle casts were used for temperature observations. Unlike the CTDs which measure 243 

pressure with the typical error of 0.2 percent of the full range, the depth determination on the 244 

Nansen casts was less accurate, with the depths of observations being determined with paired 245 

protected and unprotected reversing thermometers (Wüst, 1933; Warren, 2008). However, the 246 

paired thermometers were usually applied only at sample depths greater than 100-300 meters, 247 

and also not at each Nansen bottle.  Before the introduction of the thermometric method (and 248 

also, later, at least for shallow casts) the depth of Nansen bottles was estimated from the wire 249 

paid out and the angle of the wire from the vertical at the ship deck. For instance, on Russian 250 

ships two depth corrections were applied: one accounting for the wire angle at the deck 251 

height and the other taking account for the parabolic shape of the wire below the sea surface 252 
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(Handbook of hydrological studies in oceans and seas, 1977; Kirejev, 1939). Respectively, 253 

the Nansen bottle casts are characterized by a less accurate sample depth estimation 254 

compared to the CTDs. Generally, the available WOD18 metadata provide no information on 255 

the use of paired thermometers, the length of the wire out, and the wire angle. 256 

Here we firstly inter-compare the reference data to check their consistency/homogeneity. 257 

A total of 94,791 collocated pairs of the Nansen casts and CTD casts were found for the time 258 

period 1967-1993 (Fig. 3a) and the mean and median offsets TBOT – TCTD were calculated. 259 

According to our calculations the statistical distribution of the offsets is skewed, with the 260 

typical median (mean) offset in the upper 300 meter layer about 0.01oC (0.05 oC) (Fig. 3b). 261 

Since both the reversing thermometers at Nansen casts and the CTD sensors undergo 262 

laboratory calibrations we do not expect a thermal offset between the bottle and the CTD 263 

temperatures. Therefore, the small positive temperature offset may imply a slight systematic 264 

depth overestimation by the Nansen bottle casts. As the typical MBT offset is the order of 0.1 265 

oC, we neglect the Bottle-CTD offset and both the CTD and the bottle data are used together 266 

as the reference dataset. 267 

 268 

 269 

2.4 Simultaneous and quasi-collocated profile pairs 270 

For the estimation of the (potential) temperature bias and the derivation of the respective 271 

corrections we used the so-called collocation method (Ishii and Kimoto, 2009; Gouretski and 272 

Reseghetti, 2010; Cheng et al., 2018). In this method, a biased profile (e.g. MBT) is 273 
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compared with the reference (Nansen bottle and CTD) profiles within a certain temporal and 274 

spatial vicinity of the biased profile. The choice of the collocation parameters is explained 275 

below in this section. For the subsequent analysis, the retained temperature profiles are 276 

interpolated on 1-meter levels using the parabolic method by Reiniger and Ross (1968). A 277 

part of the biased profiles has one or several hydrographic (reference) profiles in their 278 

temporal and spatial vicinity, and for a fraction of those, there are reference profiles obtained 279 

almost simultaneously at the same geographical location. Two kinds of datasets were 280 

prepared for the analysis: 281 

a. Side by side dataset. The profile pairs of the MBT and reference profiles which are 282 

not more than one day and 4 kilometers apart were selected to create a dataset amounting to 283 

251,025 pairs. In most cases these pairs represent the MBT and hydrographic casts made 284 

from single ship. In this study, the side-by-side MBT dataset is mainly used to check the 285 

performance of the bias elimination models and provide additional tests for the bias model 286 

ranking.  287 

 288 

b. Quasi collocated dataset. For this dataset, all pairs (including the side by side pairs) 289 

within a certain temporal/spatial bubble were selected. Fig. 4 shows the dependence of the 290 

root-mean square temperature difference ΔT = TMBT – Treference on the size of the time – 291 

distance influence bubble. The figure served as a guidance for the cases when several 292 

reference profiles are available for a single MBT profile. In order to reduce the effect of the 293 

temporal and spatial variability, the time-distance weighted mean of individual biases was 294 
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calculated with weights decreasing with the increasing distance and the time separation. In 295 

this study, the profiles within the distance of 55 km from each other and having a time 296 

difference of not more than 15 days are considered to be quasi collocated. This is a trade-off 297 

between the noise added through the time-spatial variability and the number of collocation 298 

pairs needed for the analysis. Fig.S2 a, b show spatial distributions of the MBT collocated 299 

and side by side profile pairs for main contributing countries for the whole period of MBT 300 

observations. Typically, less than ten collocated pairs are available per one 2x2-degree 301 

geographical box. The number of collocations per a 2x2-degree amounts to several hundred 302 

near the coasts of the North America, Europe, and Japan.  There is a total of 902,134 MBT 303 

collocated pairs. The global-scale collocated data sets are used to finally derive at the optimal 304 

parameters of the bias models. 305 

For each MBT profile having collocated reference stations the estimation of the original 306 

individual profile temperature bias is done by calculating the median of all MBT minus 307 

reference temperature differences. The median is used throughout the paper to reduce the 308 

impact of big outliers, which is the accepted best practice in XBT studies (e.g. Levitus et al., 309 

2019; Cowley et al., 2013; Cheng et al., 2014).  310 

 311 

3. Derivation and evaluation of the MBT bias correction 312 

Temperature differences averaged within depth – vertical temperature gradient bins over 313 

all global-scale pairs are shown in Fig. 5. Especially below the seasonal mixed layer (e.g. 314 

below about 50m) and for the typically negative temperature gradients the plot clearly 315 
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demonstrates the dependence of the MBT temperature bias on the vertical gradient: for 316 

stronger gradients a larger positive temperature bias is observed, suggesting a systematic 317 

depth overestimation in the MBT profiles. The dependence is less clear in the regions with 318 

temperature inversions, at least partly because there are less observations available in these 319 

regions, e.g. the Southern Ocean. 320 

 321 

3.1 MBT bias models 322 

Since MBTs possess both temperature and pressure (depth) sensors, we investigate in 323 

the following the presence of both thermal and depth biases in the original temperature 324 

profiles similar to the XBT bias studies. We also assume that both biases are time variable 325 

and country specific. The goal is to arrive at yearly depth and temperature bias corrections. In 326 

all three models, yearly biases are calculated taking the data from a certain time window. 327 

After some experiments, we set a three-year time window as a trade-off between the time 328 

resolution and the necessity to have enough collocated profiles. We considered three bias 329 

models in this study: 330 

Model 1: MBT data are subjected only to the depth-dependent depth bias δZ (z) (D-331 

model).  332 

In this model, the depth bias δZ (z) = A + Bz + Cz2,, where z is the depth in meters.  Ishii 333 

and Kimoto (2009) also used the parabolic bias approximation but with the offset term A=0. 334 

 The optimum sample depth correction δZ(z) at each level z is calculated as the depth 335 

shift which is necessary to apply to each MBT profile within the time window in order to 336 
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obtain the smallest residual absolute median temperature bias. The yearly depth correction 337 

profiles δZ (z) are finally approximated by a second order polynomial versus depth. 338 

Model 2: MBT data are subjected both to the depth-dependent depth bias, δZ (z), and the 339 

depth-independent pure thermal bias δTH (DT-model).  340 

For this model, the thermal bias δTH is estimated as the median of all temperature 341 

differences ΔT  = TMBT – Treference  within the upper 7 meter layer. As a guidance for the 342 

choice of the layer, we used the plot of the absolute median temperature difference between 343 

the surface and the lower levels (Fig. S3) based on reference data. For the depth of 7 meters 344 

the median difference is close to 0.2oC. This value is often used as a criterion for the 345 

estimation of the upper mixed layer depth. Due to a negligibly small temperature gradient 346 

within the upper mixed layer, the calculated bias in this layer is most probably due to the pure 347 

thermal bias, solely. The yearly thermal bias is subtracted from the observed temperature at 348 

all observed levels of each MBT profile in the time window. δZ (z) is calculated similar to the 349 

D-model. 350 

Model 3: MBT data are subjected only to the depth-dependent temperature bias T (z)  351 

(T-model). For the T-model the total yearly temperature bias T (z) is calculated for each 352 

level as the median of all TMBT – Treference differences and no depth correction is introduced. 353 

This is similar to the XBT- and MBT bias corrections suggested by Levitus et al. (2009). 354 

 355 

3.2 Metrics for the evaluation of the correction scheme performance 356 
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Here we follow Cheng et al. (2018) to quantify the performance of the correction 357 

schemes described in the literature and developed in this study. We introduce the following 358 

four metrics which provide four different integral characteristics of the original and residual 359 

biases (B {…} denotes the arithmetic mean, |...| denotes the absolute value) : 360 

a) Metric-1  M1= {{|B(i,z)|}i}z,  with averaging over all individual biases (i)  and 1-361 

meter levels (z); 362 

b) Metric-2  M2= {{|B(i,γ)|}i}γ, with averaging over all individual biases (i)  and within 363 

0.01oC/m bins of the vertical temperature gradient γ=DT/DZ; 364 

c) Metric-3  M3= {{|B(year,z)|}t}z,  with averaging over all year-mean bias values and 1-365 

meter  levels (z); 366 

d) Metric-4  M4=  {{|B(latitude,z)|}φ}z,  with averaging over 2-degree latitude (φ) bins 367 

and 1-meter levels (z). 368 

All metrics are calculated both for the original profiles and for the corrected profiles, 369 

with the bias reduction factor R defined for each metric as R= Metricoriginal/Metricresidual, with 370 

a higher reduction factor indicating a better scheme performance.  R<1 indicates that the bias 371 

correction model does not achieve bias reduction and the residual bias exceeds the original 372 

bias. All four metrics are applied to all three models. 373 

 374 

3.3 Country specific MBT bias corrections 375 

Bias corrections were derived for five countries which jointly contributed about 95% of 376 

all MBT profiles. Fig. 6 shows yearly values of the depth correction, thermal bias, original 377 
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total T-bias, residual T-bias, bias reduction, and the number of collocated profiles versus 378 

depth for Model 2, the DT-model (Section 3.1). As will be shown later, this model achieves 379 

the best bias reduction among other models tested. For each country the bias reduction R is 380 

calculated taking into account the year-depth bins with the number of collocated pairs N ≥ 381 

500.  382 

Fig. 6 demonstrates that the model successfully reduces the total temperature bias for all 383 

countries considered. The reduction ratio R varies between 2.319 for the British data and 384 

6.222 for the USA data, with the reduction factor decreasing with the number of available 385 

collocated pairs. Both the amplitude and the original bias pattern differ between the countries. 386 

A pronounced time variability is also revealed (see Fig. 6, third column). Thus, the USA 387 

MBT data become increasingly warm-biased between 1940s and 1970s.  The Soviet MBT 388 

data are characterized by a larger positive bias during the 1970s and by a smaller bias during 389 

the 1990s. There is a sudden change from the predominantly negative bias between 1960 and 390 

mid-1970s and a predominantly positive bias after mid 1970s for Japanese profiles. The MBT 391 

profiles obtained from the Canadian ships are typically characterized by larger positive biases 392 

compared to the other countries. The British MBT data in contrary tend to negative bias 393 

values. All these differences can be attributed to the differences in the instrumentation, 394 

calibration procedure, and to the working practices, which could be different on the ships of 395 

different nationalities. Unfortunately, no or very little information is available on changes in 396 

the MBT manufacturing process, types of MBTs, or MBT observational practices used on the 397 

British and Canadian ships. 398 
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 399 

3.4 Comparison of the available MBT bias correction schemes. 400 

 401 

Three MBT bias correction schemes were described in the literature. Ishii and Kimoto 402 

(2009) assumed the MBT data to be depth-biased and suggested depth (z) correction in the 403 

form   δZ   =  Dz +Cz2, with the polynomial coefficients C and D  provided for the years 404 

between 1950 and 1994. The bias derivation is based on the calculation of the depth 405 

differences between the box-averaged MBT and CTD+bottle temperature profiles. Gouretski 406 

and Reseghetti (2010) also used box-averaged differences between the MBT and reference 407 

data to derive yearly depth and thermal corrections for the time period 1941-2003. Levitus et 408 

al. (2009) defined the total MBT temperature bias as the global MBT – Bottle/CTD 409 

temperature difference.  They provided temperature corrections for MBT data at 11 standard 410 

levels and for the years between 1947 and 1994.  411 

Since the beginning of the 1980s, the mechanical bathythermographs were no more in 412 

use on American, British, Canadian, Australian, German and French ships. Among the 413 

important MBT data contributors Japan obviously used MBTs until the end of the 1990s, 414 

whereas the USSR stopped the MBT observations around 1993. At least since the publication 415 

of the last World Ocean database, the oceanographic MBT archive does not undergo any 416 

changes, so that all published MBT correction schemes described above used essentially the 417 

same MBT data set. 418 
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Depth and temperature corrections provided by the six correction methods were also 419 

applied to the side by side data set and the respective metrics were calculated. Due to an 420 

almost four-times smaller amount of profile pairs compared to the quasi-collocated data set, 421 

all schemes show lower reduction factors. 422 

Fig. 7 shows overall median biases at depths for the original and corrected profiles. All 423 

schemes except that of Levitus et al (2009) result in a bias reduction. The overall reduction is 424 

less successful below 200 m, as there is a sharp decrease of available collocated pairs for the 425 

deeper layers (Fig.2). However, even for the deeper levels T-, DT- and D-models result in the 426 

reduction of the original bias to the levels better than 0.01oC.  The T-model gives the lowest 427 

overall residual bias, with the DT-model ranking second. 428 

For the second metric (Fig. 8) the DT-model produces the best result, with Gouretski 429 

and Reseghetti (2010) corrections ranking second. However, even the DT-model is not 430 

successful in bias reduction for vertical temperature gradients less than -0.15oC/m, especially 431 

within the upper 30m layer, showing a certain over-correction here. Also, for the regions with 432 

positive temperature gradients the remaining positive bias is observed. This suggests the 433 

necessity for further improvements in the bias correction scheme. 434 

Distribution of biases versus year and depth for original and corrected data (metric 3) is 435 

shown in Fig. 9. The MBT original bias shows significant time variation: larger positive 436 

biases before 1980 (0.05~0.2 oC), followed by smaller biases until 1993 (<0.01oC), and larger 437 

positive biases during the midst of 1990s. The T-model automatically becomes the best 438 

ranking one because the correction at each level and for each year is set equal to the original 439 
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bias. The DT- and D-models also achieve the reduction of the original bias according to 440 

Metric-3 having the second and third best score respectively. Other correction schemes (again 441 

except that of Levitus et al. (2009)) also reduce the original bias. Levitus et al. (2009) over-442 

estimate the bias for almost all periods, leading to overall negative residuals <-0.01oC 443 

(sometimes as large as -0.15oC). 444 

Since the optimal bias corrections in all schemes are derived by minimizing the residual 445 

biases in the year-depth plane, all schemes are less successful in the bias reduction in the 446 

latitude-depth plane (Metric-4, Fig. 10). We note that all schemes perform better in the 447 

Northern Hemisphere where the majority of the collocated pairs are situated (Fig. S2a). All 448 

schemes do not reduce the negative bias in the 55-65o S latitude band and all show a 449 

prevailing positive residual bias between 55-10o S. The best performance is shown by the DT- 450 

and D-models. The T-model is not capable of reducing the bias within the tropical 20o S  -  451 

20o N band, where a strong thermocline exaggerates the translated positive  temperature bias. 452 

In this region the bias models which take the depth bias into account (DT-model, D-model, 453 

and Gouretski and Reseghetti (2010) corrections) produce better results.  Levitus et al. (2009) 454 

bias model over-corrects except for the tropical subsurface bands (20oS~20oN, below 100m), 455 

We suggest the different performance of the Levitus et al. (2009) correction scheme 456 

compared to other schemes is in part due to the differences in the bias estimation methods, 457 

the quality control procedure, and the reference data. The MBT dataset have not experienced 458 

significant changes since the publication of the World Ocean Database, 2013. 459 
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Finally, a respective rank is ascribed to each correction scheme for each metric, and a 460 

total score for each scheme is calculated as the sum of ranks (Table 2).  According to the 461 

table, the DT-, T-, and D-models demonstrate superior results (total scores 12,19, and 25) 462 

followed by the correction schemes suggested by Gouretski and Reseghetti (2010) and Ishii 463 

and Kimoto (2009) with the total scores of 30 and 34 respectively. The Levitus et al. (2009) 464 

corrections do not reduce the original bias. We also note here that the performance 465 

assessment based on the Metric-3 might not be fair to other correction schemes, because the 466 

data used to derive the new corrections is the same as the data used for the performance 467 

assessment. Therefore Metric-3 is not used to calculate correction scheme ranks. The other 468 

metrics provide the evaluation which is partially data set independent, since none of the 469 

methods explicitly accounts for the geographical variation of the bias. Nevertheless, a full 470 

inter-comparison of the available schemes should be made in the future in a more 471 

comprehensive way based on a community-agreed data set similar to the data set used in 472 

Cheng et al. (2018) for the XBT bias correction schemes. 473 

 474 

3.5. Assessment of the correction scheme robustness  475 

To test the robustness of the correction schemes, a “throw-away” test was adapted, 476 

similar to Cheng et al (2018). Here we divide the total set of collocated pairs in two subsets. 477 

For each of the six main data contributors the total yearly number of profiles was calculated 478 

and the eastern data set containing 50% of all data was created by summing up the profiles 479 

moving eastward from the Greenwich meridian. The remaining part of the profiles builds the 480 
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western data set.  The Greenwich meridian is the western boundary for all six country- 481 

specific eastern data sets.  Respectively, the country specific western data sets have the 482 

Greenwich meridian as the eastern boundary. The geographical distribution of the collocated 483 

profiles for the eastern and western data sets is shown in Figs. S2c,d.  484 

Here, we tested only the DT-model for robustness since this model is characterized by 485 

the best ranking according to the model comparison test. The DT-model was applied 486 

independently to the eastern and western data sets. Fig. 11 shows original and residual biases 487 

after the application of the global and data set specific corrections to each of the data sets, 488 

along with the metrics and the reduction factors. First, we note that the original biases derived 489 

separately for the eastern and western data set demonstrate a high degree of similarity. Thus, 490 

a gradual decrease of the warm bias from about 0.15oC to close to zero values is observed 491 

from 1950s to 1990s (Fig. 11 a,e). High positive bias values are found in the tropical belt 492 

between about 25N and 25S and in the latitude belt 35-50S (Fig. 10 i,m). Also, for both data 493 

sets an increase of the warm bias with the increasing temperature gradient is observed (Fig. 494 

11 q, u). This similarity suggests that the MBTs from the two data sets are characterized by 495 

similar biases. 496 

The global thermal and depth corrections being applied to the each of the data sets 497 

results in the reduction of the total temperature bias (Fig. 11 b,f,j, n,r,v). For each metric the 498 

bias reduction is higher for the eastern data set (Fig. 11, upper panels for each metric). We 499 

explain this both by the differences between the data sets and by the different input from the 500 

contributing countries each having specific biases. In the western data set, for instance, the 501 
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majority of the MBT profiles comes from the Atlantic Ocean, which is characterized by a 502 

larger spatial variability compared to the other oceans. If the eastern corrections are applied 503 

to the eastern data set (Fig. 11 c,k,s)  and the western corrections are applied to the western 504 

dataset (Fig. 11 g,o,w) the residual metrics and the reduction factors are close to the  case of 505 

the global corrections. Application of the eastern corrections to the western data set and vice 506 

versa leads to the highest residual metrics and the lowest reduction factors (except for the 507 

second metric when eastern corrections are applied to the western data set). Since in all cases 508 

the corrections lead to the bias reduction, we conclude that the bias correction model is robust 509 

and does not critically depend on the choice of the data set used to derive the corrections. 510 

 511 

  512 

 513 

4. Discussion and conclusion 514 

In this study we developed new bias correction schemes for the temperature profiles 515 

obtained by means of mechanical bathythermographs. The MBT temperature profiles are 516 

compared with the collocated CTD and Nansen cast profiles from the World Ocean Database 517 

2018 to derive optimal depth and temperature corrections for systematic errors. The reference 518 

profiles were checked for consistency, and the systematic offsets between the reference data 519 

types were found to be negligible for the purpose of this study. 520 

For the MBT profiles, we found that the derived optimum depth and temperature 521 

corrections are country specific. Therefore, the new corrections have been calculated 522 
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separately for five countries (USA, USSR, Japan, Canada and United Kingdom) which 523 

contribution amounts to 95% of the total MBT profiles. The sixth correction group includes 524 

all other countries. Because of the absence of the necessary metadata on manufacturer, probe 525 

type, observational practice, and calibration procedure we are unable to explain the 526 

differences between the country specific depth and temperature offsets. 527 

The new MBT correction schemes were compared with three corrections schemes 528 

available in the literature. We found that except for the scheme by Levitus et al. (2009) all 529 

other schemes reduce the total temperature bias, with the schemes from this study being 530 

superior according to the ranking.  531 

In order to objectively assess the performance of the schemes, four metrics were 532 

introduced and for each correction scheme bias reduction factors were calculated. The bias 533 

reduction is observed for all metrics both for the quasi-collocated and for the side by side 534 

data. Not unexpectedly, the bias reduction factor is lower for the side by side data set which 535 

has 3.6 times less pairs compared to the quasi-collocated data set. We found, that even after 536 

application of the corrections a positive bias (up to 0.1oC) is still observed in the Southern 537 

Hemisphere, probably because the bias estimation in the Southern Hemisphere is less reliable 538 

due to a much smaller number of available collocated pairs. Based on the model inter-539 

comparison results we recommend to apply MBT corrections using the DT-Model, which 540 

takes into account both the depth bias and the thermal bias. Recommended corrections are 541 

given in the Table 1s as supplemental material. 542 

 543 
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Table 1.  Statistics for the MBT profiles from the WOD18 archive. 678 

Country All profiles % total 
Collocated 

pairs 
% total 

Side by side 

pairs 
% total 

US 1169350 48.325 283379 31.392 75155 29.952 

SU 448908 18.552 227994 25.257 77997 31.085 

JP 365508 15.105 194304 21.525 29345 11.695 

CA 195946 8.098 104053 11.527 41927 16.71 

GB 118638 4.903 40304 4.465 3787 1.509 

Other 121389 5.017 52673 5.835 22704 9.048 

 679 

 680 

Table 2. Scores of different correction schemes and corresponding reduction factors (in 681 

parenthesis). Total score is based on Metric-1, Metric-2, and Metric-4 (see text). 682 

 683 

 

Collocated dataset Side by side data set 

Metric-1 Metric-2 Metric-3 Metric-4 Metric-1 Metric-2 Metric-3 Metric-4 
Total 

score 

DT-Model 2 (22.700) 1 (2.953) 2 (2.895) 1 (1.783) 2 (5.028) 1(2.167) 2 (1.577) 1 (1.539) 
8 
 

T-Model 1 (133.989) 3(1.869) 1 (n/a) 4 (1.487) 1 (9.446) 5(1.498) 1(1.739) 3 (1.444) 17 

D-Model 3 (13.129) 5(1.700) 3 (2.373) 2 (1.616) 3 (4.383) 4(1.614) 3 (1.518) 2 (1.475) 19 

GR2010-

model 
4(3.310) 2(2.478) 5 (1.186) 3 (1.520) 4 (3.048) 3(1.622) 5 (1.084) 4 (1.407) 20 

IK2009-

model 
5 (2.777) 4(1.671) 4 (1.236) 5 (1.234) 5(1.409) 2(1.826) 4 (1.087) 5 (1.334) 26 

Levitus et 

al. 2009 

model 
6 (0.959) 6(1.069) 6 (0.750) 6 (1.007) 6(0.508) 6(0.748) 6 (0.748) 6 (1.022) 36 
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 700 

Fig. 1. Percentage (a) and number (b) of MBT profiles for the main contributing countries. 701 
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 718 

Fig. 2. Percentage of MBT profiles versus maximum observed depth (curves, left Y-axes) and 719 

percentage of observations for each 1-meter level (vertical bars, right Y-axes). 720 

 721 

 722 

Fig. 3.  Map of Nansen cast (Bottle) and CTD collocated profiles (a); mean and median 723 

overall temperature offsets between Nansen cast and CTD data versus depth (b). 724 
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 726 

 727 

Fig. 4. Root-mean-square offset for all collocated pairs versus the size of the collocation 728 

 bubble.  729 
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 744 

 745 

Fig. 5. Overall median MBT-bottle temperature bias in depth- temperature gradient bins. Bin 746 

size is 10m x 0.02oC/m 747 
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 758 

Fig. 6.  Application of the DT-model to the country specific data sets. For each country 759 

shown are (from left to right): derived depth bias (m), optimal thermal bias (oC), original 760 

temperature bias (oC), residual temperature bias (oC) after depth and temperature correction, 761 

bias reduction factor, and the number of collocated pairs. Also shown are values of the metric 762 

M3 and the bias reduction factor. 763 
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 776 

 777 

Fig. 7. Overall median temperature bias TMBT-Treference versus depth for the original profiles 778 

and after the application of the different bias correction models.  Also shown are the values of 779 

the metric M1. 780 
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 798 

Fig. 8. Overall median MBT temperature bias in depth-vertical temperature gradient bins for 799 

 the original profiles and after the application of the bias correction models. Shown are the 800 

 values of the metric M2 and the corresponding bias reduction factors. 801 
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 818 

Fig. 9. Original and residual median MBT temperature bias versus depth and year for 819 

different bias correction schemes. Shown are the values of the metric M3. 820 
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 830 

 831 

 832 

Fig. 10.  Median MBT original and residual bias versus depth and latitude for different 833 

correction schemes. Shown are the values of the metric M4. 834 
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 857 

Fig. 11.  Median MBT original and residual bias for the eastern dataset versus depth and year: 858 

a) original bias; b) residual with global corrections; c) residual with eastern corrections; d) 859 

residual with western corrections. Median MBT original and residual bias for the western 860 
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dataset versus depth and year: e) original bias; f) residual with global corrections; g) residual 861 

with western corrections; h) residual with eastern corrections. Panels i-p): same as panels a-h) 862 

but for the biases versus depth and latitude. Panels q-x): same as panels a-h) but for the biases 863 

versus depth and vertical temperature gradient. Shown are the values of the respective metrics 864 

and the bias reduction factors.  865 
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